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INTRODUCTION 
 
Cancer cells are endowed with diverse biological capabilities driven by an ensemble of inherited, 
somatic and epigenetic aberrations. As we enter the era of personalized medicine, characterization of 
the cancer genome has begun and will continue to influence diagnostic and therapeutic decisions in 
the clinic. Genome profiling technologies are generating a compendium of genomic aberrations in 
major cancer lineages with the goal of identifying the most promising therapeutic targets and 
diagnostic biomarkers. The game changing output from these technologies is radically transforming 
cancer science. At the same time, these efforts are revealing the complexity of cancer genomes, 
which are comprised of causal “driver” aberrations and many more biologically neutral 
“passengers” that arise through the unstable nature of tumor genomes. While most cancers 
acquire one or more well-studied, high frequency driver events (e.g., mutations/gene copy number 
changes in KRAS, TP53, EGFR, MYC, BRAF, etc.), much less is known about the overly abundant 
low frequency (<5%) aberrations contributing to tumor progression and response to therapeutics. 
Comprehensive biological assessment of low frequency aberrations is difficult given their large 
number and the fact that they may either directly drive tumor progression or indirectly influence 
tumor behavior through modifying activities of other drivers like KRAS. Moreover, distinguishing 
driver events from passengers is further complicated by the fact that driver events are shaped by the 
specific biological context of a given cancer, including its tissue type, microenvironment and other 
host determinants including the immune system. The primary objective of our Early Investigator 
Synergistic Idea Award is to establish a driver prioritization pipeline to functionally evaluate lung 
cancer genomics data to identify somatic driver aberrations, which beyond the handful of well-
characterized genes like oncogenic KRAS and EGFR, likely contribute to lung cancer progression, 
invasion, and metastasis. Our study integrates genetically engineered mouse models of lung cancer, 
genomics data generated by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and functional screens to identify 
drivers of lung cancer progression. We are using these tools to implement a novel, scalable screening 
infrastructure that permits high-content, gain-of-function screens to accelerate validation of functional 
somatic aberrations. This work is possible through advances made in our laboratory that include (1) 
high-throughput, highly accurate modeling of somatic aberrations into our collection of over 32,000 
sequence-verified human genes and (2) a novel molecular barcoding approach that facilitates cost-
effective detection of driver events following in vitro and in vivo functional screens. Our Specific Aims 
are as follows: (1) Construction of a lung cancer somatic driver library; (2) Functional screens for 
drivers of lung cancer metastasis; (3) Clinicopathological prioritization and validation of top 
candidates.  
 
Herein we describe our progress over the final 12 months of this two-year project.  
Importantly, because of the collaborative nature of this “Synergy” project involving two 
principal investigators (Scott and Gibbons), this Annual Report covers work primarily 
completed in the Scott laboratory. Work conducted in the Gibbons laboratory will be included 
in a separate Annual Report where indicated.   
 
 
BODY 
 
Subaim 2.1 In vitro screens for cell invasion and anoikis resistance (proposed completion, 
months 6-12) – strategically delayed from year 1 to year 2; progress reported here. 
As described in our first Annual Report, we completed Aim 1 by employing our High-Throughput 
Mutagenesis and Molecular Barcoding (HiTMMoB) technology (Fig. 1) to successfully generate an 
arrayed open reading frame (ORF) library consisting of 279 sequence-verified wild-type and mutant 
ORF donor clones based on computational mining of murine and human lung cancer genomics data. 
These ORFs were subsequently recombined into the pLentiEF6.3-puro lentiviral vector specially 
constructed for this project. This vector is compatible with our flexible molecular barcoding technology 
(Fig. 1), thus each ORF was uniquely tagged with a 24-nucleotide DNA “barcode” followed by high-
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the innovative barcoding techniques, use of sensitive sequencing and the positive selection of 
the in vivo screen.  Multiple hits identified for functional follow-up experiments and entry into 
target validations assays designed to identify new drug targets. 
 

 Inducible KRASG12D HBEC cell model: Provides proper genetic context in which to 
functionally examine KRAS effectors. 
 
 

REPORTABLE OUTCOMES 
 

 pLentiEF6.3-puro: We created a specialized lentiviral destination vector for the proposed 
studies.  This vector permits accepts human wild-type and mutant ORFs via high-throughput 
recombination in the presence of DNA barcodes.  The vector has an EF1a promoter 
compatible with expression in mouse and human cells, and also contains a puromycin 
selection cassette necessary for the cell lines used in this study. 
 

 Pro-invasion genes: Primary screens and secondary validation have revealed 39 genes that 
robustly drive cell invasion.   
 

 Pro-metastasis genes: Primary screening has already identified 8 novel metastasis genes 
not previously linked to lung cancer progression. A full list of scoring genes among the 
candidates screened will be provided in our Final Report and resulting publications. 
 

 Mutant clone repository: Cataloging of all sequenced-verified aberration clones constructed 
by this project which will be deposited at the DNASU Plasmid Repository (Arizona State 
University) to facilitate their distribution to the community thus maximizing their use. 
 

 Generation of an isogenic HBEC cell line with inducible mutant KRAS expression: This 
cell system will allow us to test the oncogenic potential of the positive genes from the screen 
and the importance of the mutant KRAS background for their function. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Our overall goal with this project is to establish a pipeline of robust screening techniques to 
functionally prioritize the data emerging from large-scale genomics efforts in lung cancer. Using a 
combination of in vitro and in vivo screens we will be able to identify and validate oncogene and 
metastasis drivers, explore the mechanistic basis for their function, and generate the pre-clinical cell 
and animal models needed for therapeutic targeting studies. As outlined in the Body of this report, we 
have successfully constructed the necessary libraries for this work, completed the in vitro invasion 
screens, nearing completion of in vivo screening BC analysis and have initiated mechanistic studies of 
the lead candidate genes using our HBEC-iKRASG12D cell model. We have made great technical 
inroads and view this project as a robust start to further screening of the TCGA data (which has only 
recently been released) that will extend past the life of this particular grant. We also feel that these 
techniques can be broadly implemented for functionalization of genomic data for other tumor types.  
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